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Nada Yoga - From Sound to Silence  

 

 
Sa                    Sahasrara              Om 

  

Teen Taal 
Sam (x)  Dha   Dha   Dhin  Dha 
                Dha   Dhin  Dhin  Dha 
Khali (o)  Dha  Tin     Tin    Ta 
                    Ta  Dhin  Dhin Dha  

 
Ni                    Bindu                      Om 

    
Dha                 Ajna                        Om 

 
Pa                   Vishuddhi               Ham Nada Chant 

Nadanusandhana namostu tubhyam 
Tvam manmahe tattwa padam layanam 
Bhavata prasadata pavanena sakam 
Villiyete Vishnu pade manome 
Sarvachintam parityajya; savadhanena chetesa 
Nada evanusandhayo; yoga samrajyam icchata 
( see translation below)* 
 
 

 

 
Ma                  Anahata                 Yam 

 
Ga                  Manipura               Ram 

 
Re                  Swadhistana          Vam 

 
Sa                   Mooladhara          Lam 

Musical         Chakras                  Bija Mantras 
Notes 

Om Bhuhu; Om Bhuvaha Om Swaha; Om 
Maha;  Om Janaha ; Om Tapaha; Om Satyam 
 
Om Saha na vavatu; sahanau bhunaktu 
Saha viryam karavav hai 
Tejasi nav dhi tamastu; Ma vidhvi shav hai                                 

 
  

* Nadanushandhana! May this salutation be unto thee; we hold you as the transcendent state in all 

Layas. By your grace, aided by Pranashakti, my mind attains Laya in the abode of Vishnu. By one who 

is desirous of attaining perfection in Yoga, Nada alone has to be closely heard and meditated upon, 

with a calm mind, having abandoned all thoughts. 

 

Mandukya Upanishad 

Om! Bhadram karanebhihi shrunuyama devaha; Bhadram pashyemaksha bhiriya jatraha        
Sthirairangai stushtuvam sastanubhir; Vyashema devahitam yadayuhOm! Svastina indro 
vriddhashravah; Svastinah pusha vishvavedaha Svastina starkshyo arishtanemih; Svastino 
brihaspatirdadhatu   

Om shanti; shanti; shanti 
Om! O gods, may we hear auspicious words with the ears; may we see auspicious things with our 
eyes; with a steady body and strong limbs, let us praise you; and may we live this life as long as the 
gods decree.  May Indra be auspicious to us, may the all - knowing Pusa be favourable to us; may 
Garuda, the destroyer of evil, be well disposed towards us; may Brihaspati ensure our welfare 
 

1. Om ityetad aksharam idam sarvam, tasyo upavyakhyanam, bhutam bhavad 
    bhavishyaditi, sarvam omkara eva. Yacchanyat trikalatitam, tadapi omkara eva 
    Om, this word is everything. A clear exposition is as follows. The past, present 
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    and future is truly Om. Everything beyond the three periods of time is also Om 
 
2. Sarvam hyetad brahma, ayam atma brahma; soyam atma chatushpat 
    All this is truly Brahman, this Self is Brahman; this Self has four quarters 
 

7. Na antaha prajnam na bahisha prajnam no bhayataha prajnyam na prajnanaghanam 
    Na prajnam na aprajnam.  
    Adrishtam avyavaharyam agrahyam alakshanam achintyam avyapadeshyam 
    Ekatma pratyaya saram prapanchopashmam shantam shivam advaitam 
    chaturtham manyante sa atma sa vijneyaha   
    The fourth quarter is not conscious of the internal, nor the external, nor that which is  
    conscious of both, nor that which is a mass of consciousness. It is neither conscious nor 
    unconscious. It is unseen, unrelated to anything, incomprehensible, uninferable,          
    unthinkable indescribable; it is one with the Self. It is a realm where phenomena cease to exist,  
    which is peaceful, blissful and non-dual. This Self has to be realised. 
      
8. Soyam atma adhyaksharam omkaraha adhimatram padaha matra matrashcha padaha 
    Akara Ukara Makara iti 
    This Self, viewed through the syllables, is AUM. This AUM, representing the 
    Quarters, exists as the  syllables (letters), wherein the quarters are the letters and the 
    letters are the quarters. The quarters are the letters A-kar, U-kar, M-kar 
 

12. Amatrah chaturtah avyavaharyaha prapancho pashmaha shivo dvaita  
      Evam omkara atma eva samvishati atmanatmanam ya evam veda 
      Turiya, which is without any measure, which is unrelated to anything, incomprehensible, 
       where all phenomena cease, is the all blissful, non dual AUM. This is truly the Self.  
       One who understands this merges with the divine Self - the part with the Whole. 

Om shanti; shanti; shanti 
 

************* 
 

Nada Quotes 
 

The thought “I am” is the seed of the sound OM, the primordial sound, or Nada, at the start of the 
creation of the Universe. 
                                                                                                                             Nisargadatta 
 

OM is the root of all sounds. Every other sound is contained in that, and it is used to take one 
beyond all sound                                                            
                                                                                                            Shree Anandamayee Mayee Ma 
 

     The word which expresses God is OM. 
     This word must be repeated with meditation upon its meaning. 
     Hence comes knowledge of the Atman and destruction     
      of obstacles to that knowledge 
                                                                                                            Yoga Sutra  
 

The Word that all the Vedas  glorify, all self-sacrifice expresses, all sacred studies and holy life seek – 
That Word is OM. That Word is the everlasting Brahman : that Word is the highest End. When that 
sacred Word is known, all longings are fulfilled.  -  Katha Upanishad 
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Nada is the first manifestation of the unmanifested Absolute. It is Omkara or Sabda-Brahman. It is 
also the mystic inner Sound on which the Yogi concentrates. 
                                                                                                                           Swami Shivananda 
 
Nada is Siva-Sakti. The union and mutual relation of Siva and Shakti is Nada.From Nada came 
Mahabindu. Nada is action. Shakti-tattwa becomes for the first time active as Nada 
                                                                                                                            Swami Shivananda 
 
 
“Sound is inside us. It is invisible. Wherever I look I find it.”  
                                                                                                                           Guru Nanak 
 

***************** 
 
 

The Music of AUM 
 
Many early civilizations, including the Egyptian and the Vedic, believed that the very 
beginning of the universe, or creation, was Sound. Not the audible sound that our 
sensory organs can pick up but sound as a profound and all-encompassing concept.  
The Vedas called this concept Nada-Brahma. Nada means ‘sound’ or ‘the essence of 
vibration pervading the universe’. It also refers to the flow of consciousness. 
Brahman means ‘Absolute Consciousness’ or ‘Totality’. Thus we can say both that 
Brahman is Sound, and also that the origin of the universe is Sound. The two 
statements are encapsulated in the phrase Nada Brahma.  
In order to give us a focus, we use the mantra OM () to symbolise this Sound. The 
Mandukya Upanishad breaks up the sound of OM into its constituent parts - A, U and 
M.  Aakar, literally, ‘the syllable A’, describes the waking state consciousness; Ukar, 
the syllable U, describes the dream state consciousness;  Makar, the syllable M, 
describes the deep-sleep state consciousness. And there is Turiya, known simply as 
the fourth state, because what it represents, ie ‘Absolute Silence’, cannot be 
described.  
According to Nada Yoga, the Yoga of Sound and Subtle Vibration, the constituent 
parts of AUM, including the silence from which it emerges and to which it returns,  
also refer to the four stages of the manifestation of sound from subtle to gross. 
These are: para, pashyanti, madhyama and vaikari. 
Para: 
This is transcendental sound. It transcends our mind-ego complex, hence by its very 
nature is inaudible to the ordinary ear. Para Nada is the Silence from which originate 
all sound and vibration. It is unmanifest sound, the consciousness of Turiya. 
 
Pashyanti: 
Originating from the Silence, this is the first manifestation of sound, the first 
vibration. This relates to the deep-sleep state consciousness. 
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Madhyama: 
At this stage, the manifest sound breaks up into further sound units, thus creating 
the possibility of variation, pattern, name and form. It is like a blueprint, on which 
the entire design is set, but nothing is yet concrete. This relates to the dream state 
consciousness. 
Vaikari: 
At this stage, the sound units finally combine to make shapes and forms. They form 
the universe which we are able to perceive through our senses. This is audible sound, 
which relates to the waking state consciousness. 
Thus, Om, in its silence, is the Absolute Consciousness; Om in its sounding is the 
manifest universe. 
 
The Mandukya Upanishad, a very concise and succinct Upanishad, expresses these 
ideas precisely and boldly. It consists of just 12 verses, which analyse the sound of 
OM, and makes the bold declaration “Sarvam Omkar eva”, meaning “Everything is 
OM”.  
The first verse says  ‘…. the past, present and future, all is OM..’. In other words, the 
entire space-time continuum is OM!  It goes on to say, “... all that is beyond the past, 
present and future – that too is OM”.  
There is nothing that is not OM.  
In the very next verse it declares that, “ Everything is Brahman, the Self (Atman) is 
Brahman.” Thus the Self is OM! How could it be otherwise. 
 
Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras 1.27, 1.28, 1.29 state,  
    “The word which expresses God is OM. 

     This word must be repeated with meditation upon its meaning. 

     Hence comes knowledge of the Atman and destruction     

      of obstacles to that knowledge” 

In its silence and in its sounding, the Music of AUM permeates everything. It is the 

music that has made us. We are that music. 

On my own journey, I fell in love with the Mandukya Upanishad, and that love inspired 

me to compose music for the 12 verses . By not only reading the text, but also chanting 

the verses, we draw on both right and left sides of the brain, enabling us to experience 

the text’s meaning at a level deeper than the intellect. 

Sarvam hyetad Brahma; Ayam Atma brahma – OM TAT SAT! 
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